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About Us

Quadra AV furniture has over 26 years experience in the design, build and manufacture of specialist AV furniture solutions. Quadra Concepts 

(UK) Limited (trading as Quadra AV Furniture) was established in 2007 as an independent company operating in its own right, working with 

Audio Visual Companies, Office Fit Outs, Designers and Architects.

Quadra was built on a platform of ongoing investment in production technology and highly skilled craftsmen enabling us to manufacture unrivalled quality bespoke 

furniture. We are able to react, adapt and respond to changes during a project life cycle saving valuable time and money without relying on outsourced elements.

Through in-depth consultation during design stages, we aim to work closely with you, to build and deliver your projects efficiently and safely. 

From initial concept and R&D through to joinery manufacture / finishing and installation. Many of our products are designed with AV system integration and video 

conference environments in mind, we make sure there are sufficient cable ways and access for future serviceability!

The Quadra in-house team includes designers, cabinet makers, polishers and specialist installation joiners.

With expertise spanning three decades, we provide a unique service delivering quality design solutions and innovative products to meet all our customers’ requirements 

and budgets.

Bespoke Design & Build Joinery Manufacture Installations
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Acoustics

James Cook hospital – The Strive

A lot of commercial and educational rooms have hard surfaces as opposed to the home which will have carpets and other soft 

furnishings which absorb the echo within the room. The solid surfaces, like hardwood floors, glass or plastered walls, suspended

ceilings can all emphasise echo reverberation, which can be not only annoying for people within the room but can also lead to the 

reduction of quality of service on a conference call.

There are different ways to treat reverb issues, it all depends on your space and how you want it to look.

If you have an acoustic problem Quadra can help.

For any acoustic project the first thing we do is attend site and work out a full acoustic survey and discuss various options. 

We then produce an acoustic report which shows your existing reverb calculations and how much our recommended 

treatment will reduce the echo, with the report we will also send you designs to show the recommended acoustic treatment.
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Education

Lecterns, teacher desks and workstations.

We have a large number of standard lecterns; Academy Eco, Academy and Classic.  All can be tailored to suit your requirements whether you need internal rack space or 

adjustable shelves. We have our own 10U, 12U & 16U open frame racks which are flat packed and can be shipped out for rack build before the lectern goes into 

production. Our open frame racks not only speed up your rack build but they are removable from the lecterns for ease of service. These can slot into the lectern or can be 

fitted to a removable pull out drawer with 360 degree turn (not applicable to the Academy). We also fit rack strips but the rack build would have to wait for the lectern to be 

manufactured.

From standard fixed height lecterns and 

workstations to electrically height adjustable 

options for accessibility needs and 

requirements.

Various finishes from melamine, laminates, 

veneers, painted (RAL).

Optional extras 

Logos, Control Panel Housings with cut outs 

for controllers - power, monitor arms etc.
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Education

Collaboration, desks, media walls & monitor mounts.

Over the years Quadra has designed and installed a wide variety of audio visual furniture into the education sector, from collaboration huddle tables, computer desks, 

monitor and equipment stands and trolleys to media walls where the screens either need protecting or just framing. 

From standard height lecterns and 

workstations to electrically height 

adjustable DDA compliant.

Various finishes from Melamine, 

Laminates, Veneers, RAL painted.

Optional extras 

Logos

Control Panel Housings
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Boardrooms 

Boardroom furniture

The boardroom not only represents you 

to external clients but is the heart of the 

business. With this in mind we can offer 

a full suite of matching furniture from 

tables, credenzas, media walls, chairs 

and acoustics.

After a site survey we would work with 

you on the design and layout of your 

room to insure the boardroom table has 

the right amount of seats and will fit 

within your room. 

Quadra have designed, manufactured 

and installed a wide range, from modern 

to contemporary. We can supply and 

install the table connectivity, with various 

network and AV options which generally 

have a 3m tail to run into your existing 

floor box.

We work with designers and architects 

and can manufacture from their ideas. 

To the left shows a table plan from an 

architect showing the desired shape, size 

and location within the room. 

From this our designers worked the 

design to take into account material size, 

electrical and AV requirement. 

The circular design was a new one for 

Quadra but our designers were in 

constant contact with the architect 

throughout the design and build process.
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Meeting Rooms 

Meeting room furniture

Meeting tables are very cost effective with a 

wide range of options form fixed bench style top 

with steel pole legs, box base to house all AV 

cables, or folding / movable. 

After an initial site survey Quadra will plan out 

your room to make sure the meeting room 

furniture fits within the space, with the amount 

of seats required. We will look at the main uses 

and suggest the best shape and style.

We offer a vast array of finishes from standard 

melamine with real wood effect grain to solid 

colours, these generally cover most clients 

expectations. Real wood veneer finishes are 

also available if the client has budget and 

requires that boardroom feel.

On a recent project Quadra was asked to 

design and install a table solution for a multi 

purpose room, the requirement was for the 

room to be easily reconfigured on short notice  

and required desk top AV and power. 

Quadra re-designed the Academy flip tables to 

incorporate bespoke AV towers as shown in the 

images to the left, these fit into shaped cut outs 

within the table top and are completely separate 

to the tables. 

These AV towers are ideal to retro fit into clients 

existing meeting tables. 
(table construction would need to be surveyed to ensure fit)
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Media Walls 

Video and media walls

To the right are some images of various 

media walls we have designed, manufactured 

and installed for our AV customers. 

Sometimes fitting a screen onto a wall just 

isn’t possible with fixing / strength issues or 

the need to have hidden cable runs from the 

ceiling tray or floor box.

From single screens, twin 2x2 screens,

3x3 screens to LED tiles, what ever your 

requirement we can build a solution to suit.

We have updated many rear projection 

screen units with custom walling to replace 

the dated rear projection screen and enable 

installation of new LED tiles in its place.      

This would not affect the look of the front 

facing wall within the meeting / boardroom, as 

the new wall would be built within the rear 

projection room.

The lower deck photo to the right is in the 

Student Union bar at University of Greenwich. 

These screens are fixed to the wall and kept 

getting damaged. Mark Affection from 

University of Greenwich tasked Quadra with 

framing and covering with perspex.  The 

challenge was to see the screens with 

minimal joints. They also had to be able to 

access for servicing. See the case study on 

our web site on how it was done. 
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Enquiry Rooms

Bespoke enquiry room furniture

Over the last few years Quadra has been creating and installing various enquiry rooms, these rooms bring up a variety of different challenges 

from space planning to accommodate the high volume of people within the room, lead council desk, witness desks, press benches etc.

Special requirements have included tilting monitors fixed into a desktop recess. We have supplied mains power into bespoke upstands as you 

can see in the images below.  These were a requirement by our AV integrator partner. 

We also designed and built a second set of furniture which could be easily installed and folded away for transport to various locations.
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Security Control Rooms

Security Control Rooms 

Quadra can design and manufacture furniture for your control room.

Whether you just need one control desk, multiple desks or a full-on video 

wall, we can help design the right look and feel for you.

Below we were asked to create a control desk for a security room.

The brief required 2 x 55” screens on poles (not fixed to the wall), 4 x 24” 

screen inset into an angled section then a full-length flat worktop.

The desk was designed to accommodate two users.

If you are interested in a video wall, please look back at the video / media 

wall section.
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Our Partners

AV Integrators / Office Fit Outs

Quadra AV Furniture are essentially furniture manufacturers within 

the audio-visual sector, and as such the main area of our business is

through the AV supply chain; it’s what we know and it’s what we pride 

ourselves on.  We specialise in building the right item at the right cost.

If you require an AV partner, we can suggest several companies in your

area for quotes, help and guidance. We work with all the major audio visual

houses as well as the small independents.

In recent years we have been asked to alter standard office furniture in offices and 

meeting rooms which have needed cableways adding, access to equipment and not 

to mention cutouts within meeting or boardroom tables for AV connectivity pop ups.

A lot of standard tables are not designed to accept the equipment cut into the centre of

the table with the way the bases are constructed. We manufacture with this in mind!

Therefore, we have started to offer our products and services to the office fit out sector. 

We work with architects, office fit out designers and planners so they can supply their client with 

furniture that is fit for AV !

Who ever you are and what ever your project, please give Quadra a call to see how we can help
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Managing & Manufacturing

Planning and Execution

We have regular conference calls throughout the entire 

project life cycle, so we can liaise and get to know the Project 

Managers and engineering teams so we can meet all the 

needs on the project.

Our designer will work with your technical designers to 

incorporate all the AV spacing and fixing requirements 

including cable routes and any access you will need.

Working in partnership with you from day one ensures 

ongoing continuity between the teams.

And with sign off at each point this ensures there are no 

hidden surprises on site.

From the outset we will always be open and honest about a 

realistic installation date and once this agreed will make sure 

we hit that all important install date for you and the client

We have our offices and manufacturing all under the one 

roof, so if we have any issues within the build or you 

require that last minute change, we can react straight away. 
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Install and Handover

On the install we work closely with your onsite AV installation team when building up our furniture.  

We will work with your team and around them while they install the screens, pop ups, cables etc. and if there are any issues, we are there 

on hand to help. 

Once we have finished, we make sure everyone is happy and then hand over to the AV contractor having ensured they have received all 

the support and assistance with the installation.
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Contact and Website

Our website is a useful tool for all 

sectors from integrators, fit outs, 

corporate to education. 

The image to the left shows our 

product brochures which are 

downloadable in a pdf format. 

Each book is packed full of different 

design options and ranges giving 

you a good starting point for any 

new requirement.

You can find them by going to 

https://www.qavf.co.uk/brochures/

and selecting the Brochures tab at 

the top right.

We have done some fantastic 

projects which we are happy to 

share with you that showcase some 

great projects we have been 

involved in; these are available on 

our website: 

www.qavf.co.uk/casestudies . 

Web: www.qavf.co.uk

Email: sales@qavf.co.uk

Telephone: 01904 528519
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